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Abstract9

The age of a planetary surface may be inferred from the size frequency distribution10

of impact craters covering it. On Mars, the accuracy of this crater chronology tech-11

nique may be compromised by past or present aeolian, fluvial and pluvial erosion and12

sedimentation. Here, we review how these processes influence the crater age of the13

surface, employing as a case study the floor of Jezero Crater, the landing site of the14

Mars 2020 Perseverance rover mission. We count craters and derive the retention ages15

of three prominent geologic units on the floor of Jezero, discussing some of the chal-16

lenges faced during crater counting analysis. Our estimate for the retention age of the17

dark-toned floor unit is slightly younger compared to previous studies, and is sensitive18

to statistical outliers. These factors should be taken into account when calibrating the19

crater age of the surface of the unit with its measured radiometric age.20

1 Introduction21

All solid planetary bodies in the solar system are scarred by craters of meteoritic origin,22

relics of the disc of debris that orbited the primordial Sun (Spencer, 1937). Cratered ter-23

rains record impacts integrated throughout their geologic lifetime. As a result, the size24

distribution of craters imprinted on a planetary surface may be used to constrain its age,25

assuming the impact rate over time is known (Baldwin, 1949; Kreiter, 1960). This method,26

termed crater chronology, is rooted in the assumption that the size frequency distribution27

of craters on an initially smooth airless planetary surface closely follows the distribution28

of the impactors that formed them. However, many geologic processes impair our ability29

to perform crater chronology by affecting both production of new craters and removal of30

preexisting craters (Melosh, 1989; Neukum et al., 2001).31

On the airless Moon, impacts are the main processes that affect craters erosion and32

morphology through impact gardening by meteorites and overprinting by larger craters33

and ejected materials. In the past, volcanism also contributed to removing craters from34

the surface, mainly through burial. On Mars, the observed crater size distribution is also35

influenced by the planet’s atmosphere. This includes not only atmospheric breakup and36
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Figure 1: Impact craters> 1 km on the Moon, color-coded by diameter on a logarithmic scale
and stretched for emphasis (Robbins, 2019). Typically, the areal density of lunar craters
varies as a function of the age of the surface. Locally, secondary craters may increase the
number of craters on the surface, affecting its model derived age (McEwen et al., 2005).
For example, the dense population of secondary craters (secondaries; craters formed by
fragments of the target material ejected by the primary impactor) around Copernicus Crater
(10◦ N, −20◦ E) makes the surrounding surface appear significantly older than other parts
of the lunar Maria despite its younger age (Robbins, 2019). The range of crater diameter
(stretched here for emphasis) demonstrates the typical crater size varies quite significantly
for different regions, where craters in the younger maria region tend to be slightly smaller
(more purple) than craters in the highlands (more yellow).
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Figure 2: Impact craters > 1 km on Mars, color-coded by diameter on a logarithmic scale
and stretched for emphasis (Robbins and Hynek, 2012a). Compared to the airless and
mostly geologically inactive Moon (Figure 1), Mars shows evidence of volcanic (e.g. around
Tharsis region) and atmospheric processes (e.g. ice near the poles) that change the crater
areal density and size distribution both locally (such as around Lomonosov Crater) and on
larger scales.

aeolian processes that can affect crater morphology over time (Ivanov et al., 1997; Popova37

et al., 2003), but also pluvial, fluvial and sedimentary processes such as erosion by rivers,38

lacustrine sedimentation or glacial activity that are only enabled by Mars’ atmosphere [cite39

from the book: Viola+ 2020, Soare+ 2020, Gallagher+ 2020, Parker, 2020], and may bury40

or exhume impact craters (Milton, 1973; Lorenz and Lunine, 1996; Irwin III and Zimbelman,41

2012; Robbins and Hynek, 2012b). Consequently, while the size frequency distribution of42

craters on the Moon typically varies as a function of the age of the surface (Figure 1), on43

Mars, atmosphere-related processes may complicate this relationship. For example, note44

the latitudinal trend in both density and size distribution shown in Figure 2 which may45

be caused by infill of small craters (Dobrea et al., 2020). These add to local variations in46

crater density due to the presence of secondaries visible, e.g., near younger large craters47

such as Lomonosov Crater (65◦ N, −10◦ E) or resurfacing by volcanism around Tharsis48

and Olympus Mons (eastwards of longitude 90◦ E, also see Figure 3). The influence of49

secondaries on the primaries distribution may increase in environments where ground ice50

promotes relaxation and decreases primary crater retention.51

The various processes that affect the observed crater size distribution on Mars gave birth52
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to the concept of crater retention age (Hartmann, 1966, 2005) which represents the time53

during which craters of some diameter have accumulated and retained. This includes, in54

some cases, episodes of crater burial and exhumation (Malin et al., 2010).55

In this manuscript, we review how the Martian environment affects the retention age of56

geologic units on Mars, focusing on Jezero Crater, a ∼ 40 km impact crater located in the57

Nili Fossae region of Mars, the landing site of the Mars 2020 Perseverance rover mission.58

Even before earning its name, Jezero Crater was frequently cited as a textbook example for59

a developed martian lacustine system (e.g Fassett and Head III, 2005; Ehlmann et al., 2008;60

Schon et al., 2012; Goudge et al., 2012). The network of channels and valleys stretching61

hundreds of kilometers into the crater remain convincing evidence for extended periods of62

overland flow on Mars (Lapôtre and Ielpi, 2020). These rivers carried phyllosilicate clays,63

which are known to preserve organic matter, from the environment outside Jezero into a64

delta fan located near its north-western rim. This makes Jezero a promising candidate to65

test the question of the past or present habitability of Mars. In addition, the rover is planned66

to collect core samples from the floor of the crater that will be retrieved and shipped to67

Earth by a future mission (Williford et al., 2018). Relating the absolute radiometric ages68

of different geologic units within Jezero to their crater-derived retention ages will serve to69

”calibrate” the planet’s impact crater chronology. Consequently, constraining the crater-70

age of the landing site and the surrounding region has implications for crater chronology71

determinations throughout the planet.72

This chapter is intended to be accessible to readers inexperienced in crater chronology.73

We first review some basic concepts in crater chronology that will be employed throughout74

the text. Then, we present the geologic setting of Jezero Crater and perform crater statistics75

on three prominent geologic units found within in. Finally, we discuss how the surface76

conditions on Mars may have affected the crater-derived age of these units.77

2 Basic Concepts in Crater Chronology78

2.1 Theory79

Nearly a century ago, astronomers proposed that the origin of craters on the lunar surface80

is meteoritic and not volcanic (Spencer, 1937). The formation process of craters from im-81

pactors may be broadly divided into three stages (Melosh, 1989). In the first contact and82

compression stage, the projectile transfers its kinetic energy to the target material, pushes83

and compresses it. In the second excavation stage, material is expelled from the point of84

impact by the nearly hemispherical shock wave. At the end of the excavation stage, a tran-85

sient bowl shaped cavity forms that is much larger than the impactor itself. This cavity is86

almost immediately altered by gravity in the last modification stage, and the crater obtains87

a final, shallower shape.88

The comprehensive statistical analyses of cratered surfaces on the Moon compiled by89

Young (1940) and later by Kreiter (1960) and Hartmann (1964) provided the first quantita-90

tive evidence for the meteoritic origin hypothesis. These studies found the size distribution91

of craters ∼ 10− 100 km may be well-described by a power law, similar to the size distribu-92

tion of asteroids and terrestrial meteorites (Brown, 1960). Around the same time, Hawkins93

(1960), Anders (1965), Hartmann and Hartmann (1968) and others theorized collisional94

cascades between asteroids form power-law distributed impactor sizes, leading to power-law95

distributed impact crater sizes.96
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Adopting these ideas, we may mathematically describe the number of craters per unit97

area N with diameters ≥ D using a simple power law (Crater Analysis Techniques Working98

Group, 1979),99

N(≥ D) = cD−b. (1)

where b is the slope of the production function in log-log scale and c is a coefficient that100

translates the distribution vertically, along the y-axis.101

These basic concepts are demonstrated in Figure 3, where we show a cratered surface102

near Olympus Mons in panel (a) and the corresponding crater cumulative size distribution103

in panel (b). The crater size distribution of the surface in panel (a) is well represented by104

a power law size distribution. As expected, the normalized cumulative count values of the105

more heavily cratered region are higher than those of the less heavily cratered region.106

Another way to represent the number of craters on the surface is by using a differential107

distribution; the number of craters in some diameter bin whose width is dD, divided by the108

bin size,109

dN

dD
= bcD−(b+1) = c̃D−(b+1). (2)

Yet another representation of cratered surfaces is called the incremental distribution, the110

absolute number of craters in a bin dD. The advantage of the incremental representation is111

that its slope, when using log-spaced diameter bins, is the same as that of the cumulative112

distribution. In panels (c) and (d) of Figure 3 we show examples of a differential and an113

incremental distribution.114

For a non-zero flux of impactors, the number of craters on an initially crater-free surface115

will increase with time. As a result, measuring the coefficient c of a crater power-law size116

distribution is - at least conceptually - similar to measuring the relative age of the surface.117

In order to obtain the absolute age, c must first be calibrated for surfaces whose age was118

derived employing methods such as radiometric or cosmic ray exposure age dating of samples119

collected on the Moon. By using models that describe the impactor size distribution across120

the solar system and their respective impact probabilities for each planet, these absolute121

measurements can be extended from the surface of the Moon to the surface of other planets122

(e.g Ivanov, 2001; Stöffler and Ryder, 2001; Marchi et al., 2009; Le Feuvre and Wieczorek,123

2011).124

Initially, The production rate of craters will closely follow the impact rate. As time125

passes, newly formed craters will superimpose existing craters. At some point in time, the126

crater population will become so dense that any new crater formed on the surface will127

replace craters that occupy an area equal to the area affected by the new crater. This stage128

is termed crater saturation (sometimes termed equilibrium); even though new craters form129

on the surface, the observed crater density does not increase (Baldwin, 1981; Melosh, 1989;130

Neukum et al., 2001). We note that in many studies the term crater equilibrium describes a131

state in which craters are formed at the same rate they are destroyed by any surface process.132

To avoid confusion, we adopt the term saturation133

In many cases, crater saturation is described as a fraction of the geometric saturation, the134

number of craters that can be placed on an area fitted rim-to-rim in hexagonal close packing135

(Gault et al., 1974; Melosh, 1989). This stage may also be represented by a differential136

power-law coefficient ≈ 0.22. .137

With that concept in mind, it is useful to consider an additional mathematical depiction138

of cratered surfaces that would help identify saturation: the R-plot (relative plot). To obtain139

the R-plot of a crater population, we divide the incremental distribution by a power law with140
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Figure 3: Shaded relief map (Smith et al., 2001) of cratered terrain that was recently
resurfaced by volcanism, near Olympus Mons. (a) The lower crater density in the region
closer to mount Olympus (west of ∼ 122◦ W, also emphasized by the dashed line) indicates
a more recent or extensive resurfacing relative to the region further away from the mount.
(b) Cumulative (c) differential and (d) incremental size distributions with

√
2 logarithmic

bin increments. Filled and empty circles show the distributions in the more heavily cratered
region (east of the dashed line) and recently resurfaced region (west of the dashed line). be
and bw in the panels legends is the slope of the power law in log-log scale of the eastern and
western crater distribution, respectively. Error bars are Poisson.
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b = 2 (or the differential distribution by a power law with b = 3). In an R-plot, horizontal141

lines represent size distributions in which craters in every bin occupy the same fraction of the142

total area. As a result, the R-plot of surfaces in saturation will both be horizontal and have143

R values of 0.22. Increasing/decreasing R lines represent crater cumulative distributions144

whose incremental distribution exponent is b < 2 or b > 2, respectively. In panels (a-d) of145

Figure 4 we show four example regions on Mars and the Moon. In panel (e) we show R-plots146

for these regions, which demonstrates their age difference and proximity to saturation.147

2.2 Practice148

The guiding principle of crater chronology is relatively straightforward; with time, older149

surfaces will experience more impacts and, as a result, will be more heavily cratered. This150

concept is well demonstrated in Figure 3, which shows how the recently resurfaced region151

surrounding Olympus Mons is nearly devoid of craters > 1 km compared to areas farther152

away from it, and in Figure 4, which compares cratered surfaces of different ages.153

In order to determine the age of a surface, it is necessary to find the size distribution of154

the craters covering it. Traditionally, this crater counting technique is performed manually155

by first dividing the surface into homogeneous geologic units and recording the diameters of156

the visible craters within each unit (Greeley and Gault, 1970; Melosh, 1989; Neukum, 1984;157

Michael and Neukum, 2010). In recent years, this process is gradually being replaced by158

automatic detections that involve computer vision, machine and deep learning techniques159

(e.g Barata et al., 2004; Stepinski et al., 2009; Silburt et al., 2019). It is, however, important160

to note these algorithms often suffer from high false positive and false negative rate and161

consequently treated with suspicion by experienced crater counters.162

Detailed studies of cratered surfaces have found that the power-law assumption stated163

above does not always accurately capture the shape of the crater size distribution over large164

diameter ranges. This is in part due to the irregularities and the so-called ”knees” in the165

size distribution of the asteroidal bodies that form them (Fujiwara and Tsukamoto, 1980;166

Rabinowitz, 1993; Stuart and Binzel, 2004). As a result, Neukum et al. (1975), Hartmann167

(1981), Neukum et al. (2001), Hartmann and Daubar (2017) and others employed crater168

counts to measure the size distribution of lunar craters and fit it with a piecewise power169

law or a series of polynomials that more accurately describe its features. These elaborate170

functions are termed production functions, and have since been updated using more recent171

cratering data (Neukum and Ivanov, 1994; Hartmann, 1999; Marchi et al., 2009; Le Feuvre172

and Wieczorek, 2011; Williams et al., 2014) and observations (Brown et al., 2002; Mainzer173

et al., 2012). Over the years, these production functions have been adapted to date planetary174

surfaces for which we have no radiometric ages such as Mars, Mercury and the moons of the175

outer planets (e.g. Ivanov, 2001; Bierhaus et al., 2005; Marchi et al., 2009; Le Feuvre and176

Wieczorek, 2011; Strom et al., 2011).177

Graphically, production functions define lines termed isochrons, which represent the state178

of a crater size distribution at some point in time. For example, in Figure 4 (e) we show how179

isochrons derived from the Ivanov (2001) production function can aid in dating planetary180

surfaces by matching them with a measured crater size distribution. Graphically, the size181

distribution represented by the red dots better fits the contour defined by the 109 yr isochron,182

while the size distribution represented by the blue dots better fits the contour defined by183

the 3× 109 yr.184
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Figure 4: Four regions on the Moon and Mars showing different degradation states. (a)
A region on Mars that was recently resurfaced showing lower crater density and smaller
average crater diameter. (b) An older region on Mars shows the opposite. (c) A subset
region of the lunar maria. (d) A subset region of the lunar highlands, which is an example
for a surface close to crater saturation (indicated by the black dahsed line). (e) R-plots for
the different regions, with isochrons derived from the Ivanov (2001) model for Mars (solid
lines) and Neukum et al. (2001) model for the Moon (dotted line).
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3 Challenges in Crater Chronology in Jezero Crater185

The methodology described above is idealized as it assumes only impacts can form and186

erode craters. However, many surface processes can disguise themselves as impact craters;187

it can be difficult to discern volcano pits, subsidence craters and lava vents from craters188

formed by meteorites (Greeley and Gault, 1971; Blasius, 1976; Melosh, 1989). For example,189

the cavities in the bottom left corner of Figure 3 (a) not marked by black circles are the190

Olympus Mons summit calderae. At times, the geologic interpretation of what constitutes191

an impact crater may significantly affect the crater retention age estimates (Robbins and192

Hynek, 2012a). Additionally, spatial and temporal variations in bolide production or surface193

properties can change the production function and affect the morphology of fresh craters,194

and geologic and atmospheric processes may reduce the number of visible craters on various195

scales by burial, exhumation, infill or erosion. Finally, on scales < 100 m, fluctuations in196

atmospheric thickness may also affect the crater size distribution (Chappelow and Sharpton,197

2006).198

In the following section we discuss how these complications are expressed in Jezero crater,199

the landing site of the Mars 2020 Perseverance rover mission.200

3.1 The Geology of Jezero Crater201

Nearly two decades ago, instruments on board several Martian orbiters recorded a widespread202

network of valleys in the Nili Fossae region, leading into two deltaic deposits located near203

the northwestern wall of a ∼ 40 km impact crater (18.4◦ N, 77.55◦ E) (Fassett and Head III,204

2005). Further morphological analysis suggested the rivers that formed these valleys poten-205

tially filled the impact crater until its eastern rim was overtopped and breached, creating206

an outlet valley. These observations, along with earlier studies (De Hon, 1992; Cabrol and207

Grin, 1999), provided additional evidence for the existence of developed lacustrine systems208

on early Mars, earning the crater the name Jezero (”lake” in many Slavic languages).209

In 2018, it was announced Jezero was selected as the landing site for the Mars 2020 mis-210

sion (Grant et al., 2018). Jezero was selected mainly due to its distinct delta fan deposits211

that showed phyllosilicate mineral enrichment (Ehlmann et al., 2008; Goudge et al., 2017).212

The drainage basins for the deltas, which extends well into the Nili Fossae grabens, poten-213

tially funneled diverse minerals such as clays and organic materials into Jezero, making it214

a promising candidate to address the question of the past or present habitability of Mars215

(Goudge et al., 2015; Grant et al., 2018).216

Detailed geomorphological analysis (Goudge et al., 2015) of Jezero and the drainage217

basin surrounding it revealed layered geology characteristic of lacustrine systems (Figure218

5). Within the crater, the oldest layer is the rim and wall material which is covered in most219

places by dust. Small exposures reveal a distinct spectra indicative of Mg/Fe-smectite.220

Stratigraphically above the Rim and Wall layer are the Mottled terrain unit and the light-221

toned floor (LTF) unit, which is covered in many areas by dunes. The dunes covering the222

LTF unit present a strong spectral signature consistent with Olivine, while the unit itself223

presents absorptions identified as hydrated carbonates, especially magnesite. Patches of the224

mottled terrain unit are found both inside the crater and in the surrounding region, and is225

stamped with circular features likely to be degraded impact craters.226

Perhaps the two most intriguing geologic units in Jezero Crater are the north and west227

delta deposits (Goudge et al., 2015). These units, whose sediment volume is estimated at228

∼ 5 km3, were deposited in Jezero during the crater’s stage as an extensive paleolake. The229
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Figure 5: Jezero Crater geologic map overlayed on a basemap of the Jezero Crater mosaic
captured by the Mars Reconnaisence Orbiter Contex Camera (Malin et al., 2007). See
section 3.1 for a description of each geologic unit. Bottom left: grayscale minimap of Jezero
crater. Map was modified and enhanced from the original compiled by Goudge et al. (2015).
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amount of material emplaced in the deltas implies the duration of inflow into Jezero lake230

was probably substantial (Fassett and Head III, 2005; Lapôtre and Ielpi, 2020), testament231

of the climatic conditions in the Nili Fossae valley during the Noachian Period (Fassett and232

Head III, 2005). Of the two deltas, the northern fan is more eroded than the western fan233

which still preserves the inlet channel that once formed it.234

The most pervasive unit on the crater floor is termed the volcanic floor unit (Goudge235

et al., 2015). This dark-toned, smooth layer was emplaced directly upon the light-toned236

floor unit and was interpreted to embay the two delta fan deposits (Goudge et al., 2012).237

Spectroscopic analysis shows absorption near 1 µm and 2 µm, which may hint at the presence238

of olivine and pyroxene (Goudge et al., 2015). More recent studies have indicated the239

formation of the volcanic floor unit and its depositional history may be more confounding240

than previously thought (Golder et al., 2020; Kah et al., 2020; Baum and Wordsworth,241

2020; Schuyler et al., 2020). To avoid the interpretive nomenclature, we call it hereafter242

the “dark-toned floor unit”, taking into account these types of rock units can potentially be243

found to be sedimentary (Edgett and Malin, 2014).244

Due to Jezero’s stratigraphy, constraining the age of the dark-toned floor unit using245

crater statistics may help constrain the time in which its lake disappeared (Shahrzad et al.,246

2019). Somewhat fortunately, the unit appears to preserve continuous crater production,247

which may indicate its crater retention age will better correspond to its true (radioemetric)248

age compared to typical martian terrains.249

3.2 Small Crater Statistics Within Jezero Crater250

To perform our analysis we compiled a catalog of craters within Jezero, nearly complete down251

to ∼ 50 m− 70 m diameter, as measured by the deviation from power law. The purpose of252

this catalog is not only to provide information towards the future Mars 2020 mission, but253

also to demonstrate how various surface processes on Mars affect the age determined by254

crater chronology.255

We first review four cratered geologic units within Jezero Crater: the dark-toned floor256

unit, the western and northern delta units and the light-toned unit. For each unit, we fit an257

age employing a crater chronology model appropriate for our diameter range. In the section258

following we discuss the various geologic processes that may affect the age determined by259

the model, and how those may be addressed.260

For consistency, we have elected to retain the names of the geologic units as they appear261

in previous works (Schon et al., 2012; Goudge et al., 2015, 2017), noting in some cases they262

may not reflect the true nature of the unit that are yet to be revealed by the Mars 2020263

mission.264

3.2.1 The Dark-Toned (Volcanic) Floor Unit265

Over the last decade there has been some discussion over the age of the dark-toned floor unit266

of Jezero crater. Early works derived ages that differ by a factor of 2, from 1.4 Ga (Schon267

et al., 2012) to 3.45 Ga (Goudge et al., 2012). It should be noted these studies were not268

focused on Jezero but on martian lacustrine systems in general, and employed low resolution269

imagery data which limited the size of counted craters. More recently, Shahrzad et al. (2019)270

were able to better constrain the crater-age of the dark-toned deposit to ∼ 2.6 Ga using 187271

craters with diameters > 177 m.272
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Figure 6: (a) Crater statistics on a subset region of the dark-toned (volcanic) floor unit
of Jezero Crater, close to the landing site ellipse near the western delta. By fitting a
model age appropriate to our diameter range and Poisson timing analysis probability density
function (Michael et al., 2016; Hartmann and Daubar, 2017), we derive an age estimate of
∼ 2.0± 0.07 Ga. We only fit a model age to diameters greater than the rollover point (filled
circles). (b) The spatial distribution of the craters on the dark-toned floor unit. The black
line shows the edge of the subset region considered to make the differential plot in (a) and
the white ellipse shows the approximate Mars 2020 landing site ellipse.

Power law statistics are sensitive to outliers. As a result, Shahrzad et al. (2019)’s age273

determination may be influenced by the small range of diameters they considered, that274

spans less than an order of magnitude. Additionally, given the thickness estimates of the275

dark-toned floor unit (10− 30 m, Schon et al. (2012); Shahrzad et al. (2019)), it is possible276

that some of the larger craters in their sample predate the emplacement of the dark-toned277

floor.278

In order to reproduce the results of Shahrzad et al. (2019), we expand the analyzed279

diameter range by comparing image sets with different image saturation and illumination280

conditions obtained by the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE, McEwen281

et al. (2007)). In total, we surveyed 2859 craters formed on the dark-toned unit, whose282

diameters span two orders of magnitude: 5− 670 m.283

To perform our age analysis we chose a contiguous area ∼ 200 km2, excluding ”islands”284

belonging to other geologic units (see Figure 5 for reference). We derive differential crater285

size distributions and fit them with a model (Hartmann and Daubar, 2017) employing Pois-286

son timing analysis (Michael et al., 2016) using the Craterstats software package (Michael287

and Neukum, 2010). In Figure 6 we show our crater map and derived differential crater size288

distribution, which is composed of two branches that follow different isochrons - possibly289

indicating recent resurfacing (see section 3.3.1 for discussion).290

In order to calculate the retention age of the dark-toned floor unit, we fit 925 craters291

85 m− 670 m with a chronology model appropriate for decameter sized craters (Hartmann292

and Daubar, 2017). The range of crater diameters in our sample was chosen to include293
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Figure 7: Crater statistics on the western delta fan unit, which does not preserve craters as
well as the dark-toned (volcanic) floor unit.

craters that would likely postdate the formation of the dark-toned floor unit based on its294

estimated thickness (10−30 m, Schon et al. (2012); Shahrzad et al. (2019)), and the rollover295

diameter of the population. Assuming an initial depth/diameter ratio of 0.2, it is relatively296

safe to assume craters whose diameters < 200− 300 m do not predate the dark-toned unit.297

To estimate the rollover diameter on the dark-toned unit, we employ bootstrapping as298

explained in section 3.3.1. The age we determine for the dark-toned floor unit is 2.0±0.07 Ga,299

slightly younger than the age obtained by Shahrzad et al. (2019) using the same model but300

a more restricted diameter range, 2.6±0.2 Ga. It is important to note these ages most likely301

represent the crater retention age rather than the age of the unit (Hartmann, 1966). This302

is further discussed in section 3.3.1.303

3.2.2 The Northern and Western Delta fan Units304

Some of the stratigraphic evidence suggests both delta fan units precede the dark-toned floor305

unit, which embays them in many locations (Goudge et al., 2015). Unlike the dark-toned306

surface, the delta fans do not efficiently retain small craters, potentially due to the target307

material’s higher susceptibility to erosion (Schuyler et al., 2020) or physical characteristics,308

which influence the crater dimensions during formation (see section 3.3.4).309

The double-branched size distribution of craters on the western delta fan of Jezero (∼310

17 km2) is likely evidence for aeolian resurfacing, which is indicated by many eroded and311

shallow (buried) craters on the unit. Belva Crater, the largest crater on the delta unit,312

appears to postdate its formation, and most likely indicates the unit is a few Ga old, in313

agreement with the eroded state of craters on scales 100 − 200 m and models of channel314

infill and subsequent erosion (Goudge et al., 2018; Salese et al., 2020). The smaller craters315

on the western delta unit approximately follow the 100 Ma isochron (Figure 7) much like316

the craters on the dark-toned floor unit.317
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Figure 8: Crater statistics on the light-toned unit. Much like the delta fan units, the
light-toned unit does not preserve craters well due to its extensive dune field.

The northern delta fan is significantly more eroded than the western delta fan (Goudge318

et al., 2015). This unit shows little evidence for impact cratering, where the largest crater-319

like depressions no larger than ∼ 50 m. As a result, and while the geologic evidence suggests320

it is older than the dark-toned floor unit, the northern delta fan cannot be dated by using321

crater counting. For the same reason, the lower crater density on the northern delta does322

not necessarily imply it is younger than the western delta.323

3.2.3 The Light Toned Floor324

The extent of Jezero’s delta fan units indicates the crater’s lacustrine system has potentially325

been active for extended periods of time (Goudge et al., 2017). Consequently, it is not326

surprising that the spectroscopic analysis conducted by Goudge et al. (2015) and others327

found great diversity in the types of geologic units on the crater floor. Jezero’s light-toned328

floor is morphologically different than the dark-toned floor unit and is covered by several329

dune fields. To determine the retention age of this unit, it is necessary to find a subset region330

that contains craters that are large enough to survive erosion caused by the likely granular,331

dune-covered, target material and subsequent aeolian erosion and burial. In Figure 8 we332

derive the model age of the light-toned floor using 232 craters on our chosen subset region,333

whose area is 36.16 km2. Other parts of the light-toned unit either were not as contiguous or334

did not have enough craters to perform a statistically significant age estimate. We find that335

while the depositional age of the unit is greater than that of the dark-toned floor unit, its336

model age is slightly younger, 1.7 Ga. This demonstrates well the concept of retention age337

(Hartmann, 1966) where the crater-age of the surface is affected by processes that occurred338

(or are still occurring) after the surface had formed.339

The differential crater size distribution on the light toned floor unit reveals again craters340

that follow two different isochrons. It is interesting to note that the younger branch of the341

distribution (at smaller diameters) follows a similar isochron to the one followed by the342

branches of the dark-toned floor unit and the delta floor unit. The potential implications343

of this observation will be discussed in the next section.344
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3.3 Analysis: Challenges in Crater ChronologyWithin Jezero Crater345

3.3.1 How do Conceptual Challenges in Crater Chronology Affect the Modeled346

age?347

The age difference (approximately 0.5 Ga) between our analysis and the one performed348

by Shahrzad et al. (2019) using the same chronology and production functions does not349

necessarily suggest disagreement. Rather, it emphasizes a fundamental challenge in crater350

chronology - that only rarely will two crater counting efforts return the exact same result.351

This is especially true within more limited regions that are sensitive to erosion, such as352

Jezero Crater.353

The floor of Jezero crater is a textbook example for some of the challenges in crater354

counting on Mars, where aeolian landforms often create closed shapes (in map view) that355

imitate the circular shape of craters. In Figure 9 we annotate a few of these features,356

which resemble impact craters in their general shape. Even though these features could be357

identified as craters, careful examination shows their walls are a part of the elongated aeolian358

features that cross the scene diagonally from top to bottom. This example emphasizes crater359

counting is often prone to observation biases and personal experience (Greeley and Gault,360

1970). As a result, it is important that a rigid set of criteria is defined during crater361

chronology studies, which defines what feature to classify as impact craters. For example,362

our criteria for classifying a depression as an impact crater is a closed shape (in map view),363

circular (or nearly-circular) rims and a smooth floor. To further rule out false positives, we364

compared several HiRISE images taken in different illumination conditions.365

Different classification criteria may lead to different age determination, even when using366

the same model. To demonstrate this, we fit craters in the diameter range considered367

by Shahrzad et al. (2019) with the same chronology model as above, this time removing368

seven craters that only loosely match our classification criteria. In Figure 10 we show these369

craters along with the fitted cumulative plot model age, which shows removing them from370

our sample decreases the modeled age by 200 Ma. When removing the same features from371

our original fit that contains a greater number of small craters, the fitted age only changes372

by ∼ 1%.373

Having said that, and since this study focuses on challenges in crater chronology, it is374

worthwhile to discuss how the Shahrzad et al. (2019) methodology differs from the one we375

employed here. In their survey, Shahrzad et al. (2019) noted the lower limit for considering376

craters useful for dating is not a factor of the image resolution (a few m/px) but of small scale377

geological processes that accelerate crater erosion. Based on the rollover diameter of three378

subregions of the dark-toned floor unit, they found the crater size distribution deviates from379

the production function between 50− 100 m and concluded that counts of craters < 100 m380

are significantly affected by erosion or coverage. As a result, and due to additional spatial381

non-uniformity more prevalent in smaller craters, they only counted craters > 177 m. This382

limited diameter range could affect the derived crater age of the dark-toned floor unit not383

only by increasing the variance associated with a smaller sample size; some of the counted384

craters whose depth is equivalent to the estimated thickness of the unit (10− 30 m, Schon385

et al. (2012); Shahrzad et al. (2019)) could have, in theory, preceded its emplacement.386

In an attempt to increase the survey diameter range and achieve more statistically ro-387

bust results, we constrain the rollover diameter of craters using bootstrapping (Efron and388

Tibshirani (1985), see also Figure 11). Bootstrapping is a well-known statistical method389

for measuring the properties of estimators of a dataset by randomly sampling it with re-390

placement. Instead of describing the data using a single value, bootstrapping could add391
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Figure 9: Distinguishing between impact craters and other depressions with a closed shape
in map few is often difficult, and may pose a serious challenge in the data collection (crater
counting) stage. Red circles show features identified as impact crater by comparing several
HiRISE images. White arrows show a few examples for features that may resemble craters,
but were not counted in our survey. Our criteria for identifying depressions as impact craters
are a closed, circular shape in map view and smooth floor. For example, the flat depression
at the center left border of the image may be a heavily eroded, infilled crater - but was not
counted as one.
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Figure 10: Including small craters in age determination can help resolve classification am-
biguities that affect the model age. (a, b) Depressions ruled out as craters (white arrows)
in this study, but counted as craters in previous studies (Shahrzad et al., 2019). (c) Here
we show that if the sample only includes craters > 177 m (as in Shahrzad et al. (2019),
however counted over a smaller region), removing seven ambiguous depressions (panels a,
b) that may be classified as craters change the model age (red vs. black lines) by ∼ 10%. If
the same seven large craters are removed from the fit in Figure 6 that contained an order
of magnitude more craters the modeled age does not change.
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Figure 11: We constrain the rollover diameter of the crater size distribution using bootstrap
analysis to be ∼ 85 ± 18 m. (a) The distribution of the rollover diameters over 5000
iterations, each containing at least 50 craters. Values in legend indicate the mean and
standard deviation of the bootstrap distribution. (b) The spatial distribution of craters
within Jezero’s dark-toned (volcanic) floor unit. Circles show a few example iterations of
our bootstrap model used to cookie-cut craters and make the distribution in panel (a). (c-e)
The power law size distribution for several example iterations. We first fit a power law
to the right-hand branch of the size distribution, and calculate the difference between the
fit and size distribution. The rollover diameter is estimated as the diameter in which this
difference decreases e-fold.

information about the spatial variability of the sample bias or variance.392

We create circular boolean masks with whose radii and position are drawn from a uniform393

distribution. We first choose the circle radius between 3 km and 5 km, and then randomize394

its position such that its entire area is contained within the floor unit. In each of the 5000395

boostrapping iterations, we calculate the rollover diameter defined as the e-fold difference396

between the power-law part of the size distribution and the part deviating from that power397

law. We discard bins with < 50 craters. In Figure 11 we show the mean rollover diameter398

based on our analysis is ∼ 85±18 m, and consequently choose to use craters whose diameter399

> 85 m. Our method could be utilized as a robust estimate of the rollover crater diameter400

in other cases.401

3.3.2 Is the Dark-Toned (Volcanic) Floor Unit Contaminated by Secondary402

Craters?403

The areal density of craters on the dark-toned floor unit varies quite significantly, with what404

appears to be a decreasing east-west density gradient (Figure 12 (a)). The higher crater405

density in the northeastern part of the dark-toned floor was also noted by Shahrzad et al.406

(2019), who suggested a few possible causes, among which is contamination by secondary407

craters.408

The question of whether contamination by secondary craters can potentially affect the409

surface age derived from crater chronology is an actively researched topic in planetary sci-410

ences. Observations conducted by Shoemaker (1965) on Mare Cognitum on the Moon have411
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Figure 12: Variations in crater size distribution across the dark-toned (volcanic) floor unit.
(a) The density of impact craters > 50 m on the mafic floor unit is higher in the north-eastern
part of the basin divided into equal area bins ∼ 1 × 1 km. (b,c) Differential distribution
of craters in the western side (b) and the eastern side (c) of the dark-toned floor unit, also
emphasized by the white dashed line. The eastern and western crater size distributions
are different both in the absolute crater density, but also in the average crater diameter,
which is nearly double in the eastern side. Using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test we reject the
null hypothesis that the craters from both sides of Jezero originate in the same distribution
(p < 0.01).

revealed a production function whose slope exponent for craters < 1 km is significantly412

steeper than the average slope in the lunar mare previously estimated by Hartmann (1964)413

and others for craters > 1 km. Later studies (Wilhelms, 1976; Schultz and Singer, 1980)414

further explored the spatial characteristics of secondary craters clusters and found a signifi-415

cantly steeper slope of ∼ 4 and a shallower, more elliptical morphology due to the typically416

more oblique impact angle and generally lower impact velocity. Due to the steeper slope of417

the secondary size distribution compared to the primary size distribution, it was speculated418

that secondary craters could be significantly more numerous at smaller sizes than primary419

craters and affect the modeled age (Shoemaker, 1965; Soderblom et al., 1974).420

During the past two decades, studies have suggested some km sized craters on Mars such421

as Zunil Crater (∼ 10 km) may produce up to tens of millions of secondaries that extend422

hundreds of crater radii away from the primary impact (McEwen et al., 2005; Preblich423

et al., 2007). While this somewhat alarming result seems to imply secondaries may have424

a large cumulative effect on the average crater size distribution, more recent analyses have425

concluded that the majority of secondary craters on the Moon and Mars form close to the426

primary crater or along rays (Quantin et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2018; Bierhaus et al.,427

2018). However, the contribution of distant secondaries to the crater production function is428

still unclear. This topic is reviewed in depth in (cite Powell et. al chapter from the book).429

We verify the observation that craters on the eastern side of the dark-toned floor are430

denser than craters in the western part using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) one-tailed test431

(Massey, 1951), and reject the null hypothesis that craters in two sides of the floor unit432

come from the same distribution (p < 0.01, also compare lines in panels (b,c) of Figure 12).433

It appears both visually and statistically that the crater density is higher in the eastern434

part of the dark-toned floor unit, but the reason behind this higher density is puzzling and435
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poorly understood.436

The craters in the northeastern part of the dark-toned floor unit do not resemble a field of437

secondary craters, with no immediately identifiable clusters or crater chains. Additionally,438

craters in that area do not appear to be more elliptical or shallower compared to other parts439

of the unit (see examples for distinctive secondaries fields in Robbins and Hynek (2011)) and440

it does not appear that Jezero Crater is located near a large recent primary crater that may441

have contaminated it with secondaries (Robbins and Hynek, 2014). However, contamination442

by secondaries ejected from more distant basins cannot be completely ruled out.443

Visually, the region with lower crater density in the western part of the dark-toned floor444

unit resembles the eroded delta fragments in tone and smoothness more than it resembles445

the dark-toned floor unit in the eastern, more heavily cratered side (Figure 13). This446

leads us to speculate the reason for these patches of low crater density is that they were447

exhumed from underneath the delta deposits which eroded and disappeared with time, or448

that increased aeolian erosion on the western side of the crater removed material from the449

delta fragments (blue islands near the center of Figure 5) onto the volanic floor unit, burying450

craters (Sweeney et al., 2018; Day and Dorn, 2019; Warner et al., 2020).451

We finally note that in contrast to the visual geomorphological evidence, the crater size452

distribution shown in Figure 6 may in fact support the hypothesis of contamination by453

secondaries, due to the apparent excess of craters 100− 300 m relative to craters > 300 m454

that follow a younger isochron. It should be noted, however, that the limited number of455

craters > 300 m reduces the statistical significance of this claim.456

3.3.3 How do Aeolian Erosion and Infill Affect the Crater Size Distribution?457

Many geologic processes may fade or erase craters: mechanical impact gardening (Gault458

et al., 1974; Fassett and Thomson, 2014), seismically induced mass wasting (Richardson Jr459

et al., 2005), exospheric ice (Deutsch et al., 2018; Rubanenko et al., 2019) or volcanic infill460

(Hartmann, 1999; Edwards et al., 2014). On Mars, erosion is further accelerated by aeolian461

processes fueled by Mars’ atmosphere (Neukum et al., 2001; Hartmann and Neukum, 2001;462

Smith et al., 2008; Grotzinger and Milliken, 2012; Michael, 2013). In some cases, the crater463

size distribution preserves erosion and resurfacing events that tend to have a greater effect464

on the smaller, shallower depressions (as seen, for example, near Olympus Mons in Figure465

3).466

On a differential plot, the size distribution of an eroded or infilled population of craters467

appears like a discontinuity whose branches follow different production function isochrons,468

as fresh craters form where previous craters are lost (see, for example, Figures 6, 8 or 12,469

and additional examples in Melosh (1989); Hartmann and Neukum (2001)). The model470

age of the older branch may help constrain the age of the unit, while the model age of the471

younger branch may help constrain the time at which the partial resurfacing event occurred472

(Michael, 2013).473

The effect of resurfacing on the crater age of a geologic unit may be seen by comparing the474

crater size distributions analyzed above: even though the stratigraphic relations interpreted475

by Goudge et al. (2015) would imply the delta unit precedes the dark-toned floor unit,476

its eroded or infilled crater size distribution appears to represent a significantly younger477

retention age. The same is true for the light-toned floor unit, in which aeolian features may478

have affected the crater size distribution by removing or eroding craters. It is also interesting479

to note the younger branch of all the surveyed units in Jezero Crater follows approximately480

the same isochron, 10− 100 Ma. This may imply a geologic process erased craters on scales481
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Figure 13: (a) A subset from the eastern side of the dark-toned (volcanic) floor unit. (b)
A subset from the western side of the dark-toned floor unit. (c) An eroded delta deposit.
Even though it was identified to be part of the dark-toned floor unit, panel (b) appears
more muted, and visually resembles the delta deposit in panel (c) more than it resembles
the dark-toned unit in (a). This may imply the area in the western part of the dark-toned
floor unit was once covered by delta deposits similar to (c) that had nearly completely
eroded with time.
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< 100 m across all the geologic units of Jezero.482

Some of the disagreement between this survey and previous surveys (Shahrzad et al.,483

2019; Schon et al., 2012; Goudge et al., 2012) may stem from the limited count area. Sur-484

veying limited count areas increases the statistical uncertainty in the derived model age485

due to the smaller sample size and the natural spatial variability that exists even within486

a single geologic unit (Pasckert et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2018). As resurfacing tends to487

affect smaller craters more than larger craters, its influence grows when the surveyed area488

is small (Warner et al., 2015). More recent probabilistic models (Palucis et al., 2020) have489

determined the highest uncertainty occurs for surfaces whose age is ∼ 2 Ga, which is close to490

the crater age of the dark-toned floor unit. For landscapes that exhibit limited erosion, an491

accurate surface age may be predicted on the condition that the ratio of the square root of492

the tested area to the minimum crater diameter does not exceed ∼ 200 (Palucis et al., 2020).493

This condition is met for our survey of the dark-toned floor unit but not for previous surveys494

(Shahrzad et al., 2019). However, when considering a moderate erosion rate of 25 nm y−1,495

a much greater minimum area of 104 km2 is required. This should be considered if a sample496

obtained from the dark-toned floor unit will be used in the future to calibrate Mars’s crater497

chronology.498

3.3.4 How do the Target Material Properties Affect Crater Chronology?499

The previous sections have dealt with the evolution of cratered surfaces over time and the500

concept of crater retention age. In addition to these challenges, the geological diversity of501

Mars - a consequence of its prolonged history of surface water and active atmosphere - has502

led to significant differences in the target material properties of cratered terrains, thereby503

affecting their formation diameters and size distribution, and the derived retention ages.504

This is emphasized within fossilized lacustrine systems such as Jezero Crater, where sharp505

boundaries separate morphologically distinct deposits lying side by side on the crater floor.506

The target material properties affect the formation process in all three crater formation507

stages (see section 2.1). In the compression and excavation stages, denser, bulkier material508

will naturally better resist the penetrating projectile and the propagating shockwave. In the509

modification stage, material strength and porosity become important with bedrock retaining510

the crater transient shape better then loosely packed regolith (Dundas et al., 2010; Stopar511

et al., 2017).512

Physical laws linking the target properties, the impactor energy and the crater dimen-513

sions were first introduced following experiments conducted on controlled TNT explosions514

(Lampson, 1946; Chabai, 1965). These initial studies led to the current extensive, quasi-515

experimental crater scaling formalism that links the impact energy and the target properties516

to the volume of the transient crater Vt formed on the surface, employing Buckingham’s π517

theorem of dimensional analysis (e.g. Holsapple and Schmidt, 1987; Schmidt and Housen,518

1987; Holsapple, 1993; Richardson, 2009),519

Vt = K1

(
mi

ρt

)[(
gai
v2i

)(
ρt
ρi

)− 1
3

+

(
Ȳ

ρtv2i

) 2+µ
2

]− 3µ
2+µ

(3)

where mi, ai, vi and ρi are the mass, radius, velocity and density of the impactor, ρt is the520

target material density, g is the acceleration due to gravity and K1, Ȳ and µ are experi-521

mentally derived properties of the target material. Ȳ is the target material strength, which522

has units of pressure, 1/3 < µ < 2/3 is a parameter that affects the physical dimensions of523
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the coupling parameter (see Holsapple and Schmidt, 1987), and determines if the impact is524

governed by the impactor momentum (µ = 1/3) or kinetic energy (µ = 2/3) and K1 is a525

proportionality constant. For example, for loose sand Ȳ ∼ 0 Pa, µ = 0.41 and K1 = 0.24526

while for hard rock Ȳ ∼ 107 Pa, µ = 0.55 and K1 = 0.2. Other typical values for these con-527

stants may be found in Holsapple (1993) and Williams et al. (2014). The crater diameter528

may be obtained by taking the cube root of the volume, V = πD3/24.529

Figure 14: The effect of material properties on the crater size distribution, and the derived
age of the surface. We use our Monte Carlo model to simulate an impactor size distribution
with b = 2.5 for 500 Ma. The results deviate slightly from the isochrons since the power law
coefficient we employed assumes the impact rate measured for Earth bolides (Brown et al.,
2002), corrected for Mars (Le Feuvre and Wieczorek, 2011). We assume an impactor density
of ρi = 1500 kg m−3, an impact velocity of vi = 20 km s−1 and g = 3.7 m s−2. To simulate
targets with different material properties, we use parameters from Holsapple (1993). (a)
The crater size distribution for four sets of target properties: dry sand (µ = 0.41, K1 =
0.24, Ȳ = 0 Pa), two types of dry soil (µ = 0.41, K1 = 0.24, Ȳ = 0.2 and 2 MPa) and
hard rock (µ = 0.55, K1 = 0.2, Ȳ = 20 MPa), with isochrons drawn from the production
function due to Ivanov (2001). Even though the impactor size distribution is identical for
all surfaces, the derived age is significantly different. (b) Four snapshots showing part of the
simulated 500 Ma old surface. Note the different crater size distribution and morphology
in each case. The image panels in (b) only show part of the simulated surface as example,
and should not be regarded as representative of the complete surface crater size frequency
distribution.

In order to demonstrate the effect of material strength on the crater size distribution, we530

use a Monte Carlo model that is based on the Cratered Terrain Evolution Model (CTEM) by531

Richardson (2009). Our model employs π-scaling (Equation 3) and realistic ejecta (Richard-532

son et al., 2007) to randomly form craters on an initially smooth (without craters) surface533

and simulate impact related processes. We choose four example material properties from534

Holsapple (1993): dry sand, two types of dry soil, and hard rock. For each set of material535

properties, we form crater populations using the same production function: a power law im-536
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pactor size distribution with b = 2.5 for 500 Ma (see section 2.1). In all of the simulations,537

we set the impactor density to ρi = 1500 kg m−3, the impact velocity to vi = 20 kms−1 and538

assume a martian-like g = 3.7 m s−2.539

Panel (a) of Figure 14 shows four differential distributions, one for each crater population,540

along with isochrons from the Ivanov (2001) production function. Even though we employed541

the same impactor size distribution in forming the craters, their derived age is different542

by up to two orders of magnitude. In Panel (b) we show four snapshots, one from each543

simulation, that demonstrate material properties not only change the crater age, but also the544

morphology of the cratered surface. Our results indicate that the target material properties545

have a significant effect on the observed crater size distribution - which may help resolve546

some of the differences between the ages derived from the size distributions we analyzed in547

section 3.2.548

4 Discussion and Conclusions549

Mars’ history of surface water and active atmosphere invite challenges that interfere with550

our ability to reliably date its surface through crater counting. Above we reviewed some of551

these challenges, adopting as a case study the crater Jezero, the landing site of the Mars552

2020 mission. Understanding the size distribution of craters within Jezero is important, as553

the radiometric age of samples obtained from the basin floor could be used in the future to554

calibrate crater chronology studies on Mars.555

In order to demonstrate how these challenges affect the measured crater size distributions556

on the floor of Jezero, we have compiled a catalog of 3274 craters complete to approximately557

50−70 m, depending on the surveyed unit (see Figure 11). Our study focused on comparing558

the age derived from the crater size distributions to the depositional age of the units derived559

by interpreting the local geology. Employing crater chronology, we have dated three promi-560

nent geologic units found within of Jezero Crater: the dark-toned floor unit, the light-toned561

floor unit and the western delta fan unit. Due to the near absence of craters on the northern562

fan unit, we were not able to reliably derive its crater age.563

Of all the geologic units on the floor of Jezero Crater, the dark-toned floor best records564

and preserves impact craters over time. In order to extend the range of craters previously565

used to date the unit, we employed bootstrapping to better estimate the rollover diameter566

of the crater size distribution. The crater age we found for the dark-toned floor unit, 2 ±567

0.07 Ga, is slightly lower than previous estimates (Shahrzad et al., 2019). This discrepancy,568

along with recent models showing erosion may significantly alter the crater age of limited569

count regions (Palucis et al., 2020), should be taken into account when calibrating the crater570

age of the surface of the dark-toned floor with its measured radiometric age.571

In contrast to the geologic evidence, which may indicate the dark-toned floor unit embays572

the delta fan units, their crater retention age suggests the former is an order of magnitude573

older than the latter. Above we have shown that due to extensive erosion, which is in part a574

function of the material properties, the crater size distribution on the delta fans potentially575

represents a younger age. This is further bolstered by the presence of Belva Crater that576

matches the ∼ 3 Ga isochron and better agrees with the derived depositional age of the unit.577

This discrepancy demonstrates well that crater chronology is a proxy of the time duration578

that a surface has been exposed to impactors, rather than the age of the geologic unit, and579

should always be incorporated with knowledge about the geology of the target material.580

Unlike the delta fan units, which show extensive erosion, craters on the light-toned floor581
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unit are better preserved and should provide a more accurate estimate of the retention age582

of the unit. However, once again, the derived model age (1.7 ± 0.3 Ga) disagrees with the583

superposition relationship of the unit determined from images. Here, the differences could584

be related to the different material strength of the units. Above we have shown that in585

some cases the age estimate is heavily influenced by the target material properties that, in586

the case of craters ∼ 10 − 100 m, could differ by up to an order of magnitude. This again587

demonstrates the large errors that may be associated with dating cratered terrains without588

estimates of the target material properties.589

Previously, it was postulated (Shahrzad et al., 2019) the large variability in crater density590

on the floor of Jezero may be related to the presence of a cluster of secondaries. In order591

to test this hypothesis, we inspected the morphology of craters on the floor of Jezero, but592

found no clusters or crater chains. Additionally, craters in the area do not appear more593

elliptical, or located near a large recent primary crater. Instead, we suggest the difference594

in crater density on the floor of Jezero is probably related to the geology of the delta units.595

The tone and morphology of the areas with the lowest crater density in Jezero resemble596

the surface surrounding the delta fan units. This puzzling line of evidence may suggest the597

west delta fan extended well inside Jezero, protecting the floor underneath it or that the598

superpositional relationships between the dark-toned floor unit and the delta units are not599

yet entirely known. It is also likely that wind currents within the basin lofted material that600

partially covered or buried small craters found east of the delta fragments (see Figure 5).601

Curiously, the differential distribution of all cratered units within Jezero share a younger602

power law branch in their size-frequency distribution between∼ 10−100 m. This observation603

is puzzling, and may indicate a widespread geologic resurfacing process has recently (∼604

100 Ma) occurred in the crater on a large scale. We note such an event would have to be605

significant in order to erase these ∼ 50 m craters, whose initial depth was likely ∼ 5− 10 m,606

but are unable to present evidence to help us constrain its nature.607
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